Telemetry Order Workflow/Alert
Go-Live 07/15/2015
Description:
The Telemetry Order workflow will listen for Telemetry Order entered in Soarian. To easily
manage and review the Telemetry order, a reminder is placed on the Alert

section at the

Census/Worklist. This is a patient-specific alert. On this workflow, the Telemetry order is set for
72 hours. A reminder will display on the Alert section 4 hours before the set expiration. The
Alert will auto- withdraw after 12 hours with NO action and will reappear 64 hours after the auto
withdraw if there’s still NO action at this time. The actual Telemetry Order will NOT be
discontinued until a Provider will discontinue it.
Details:


The Alerts
display on the Worklist. The number indicates the total number of
patients with Alerts.
Patient with
Alert



When you click on the Alert icon (

), the specific Alert will display as shown below.

On this section one of the 2
ACTIONS are required
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Telemetry Order Workflow/Alert
Suggested Action on the “Telemetry Orders are not Discontinue” are as follows;


By clicking on
on the “Monitor Level 1 will or has expired. Place a new order”,
the Telemetry will be automatically reordered.



By clicking on
on the “Monitor Level 1 will or has expired. Discontinue the
order, the Telemetry will be automatically discontinued.

Sample order below….

Important Reminder:





The purpose of the Workflow is to remind Physicians/Providers that the patient is still on
a Telemetry Monitor that needs to be addressed to continue or discontinue monitoring.
The actual Telemetry Order will NOT be discontinued until a Provider will
discontinue it.
The reminder will display on the Alert section at the Census/Worklist on both Nursing
and Physicians but ONLY Physicians need to take action on it.
The Alert will be withdrawn if either one of the actions (Place a new order or Discontinue
the order) are performed.
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